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Motivated by the theories of Hecke algebras and Schur algebras, we consider in
this paper the algebra C M G of G-invariants of a finite monoid M with unit group
G. If M is a regular ``balanced'' monoid, we show that C M G is a quasi-hereditary
algebra. In such a case, we find the blocks of C M G to be the ``sections'' of the
blocks of C M. We go on to develop a theory of cuspidal representations for
balanced monoids. We then apply our results to the full transformation semigroup
and the multiplicative monoid of triangular matrices over a finite field. Q 1999
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INTRODUCTION
Monoids and their representations arise naturally in connection with
w xgroup representations. Here are a few examples. By 14 , unitary represen-
tations of the infinite symmetric group can be obtained from representa-
tions of finite symmetric inverse semigroups. Associated with a representa-
 .tion u of a reductive group G is the reductive monoid M u s u G , the .
 . w xZariski closure of u G in the full linear monoid, cf. 15, 7 . For a finite Lie
type group G and a modular irreducible representation u in the defining
 . w xcharacteristic, the correct monoid M u is obtained in 20 , using some
w xidempotents derived from the results of 21, 1 . For an irreducible complex
representation u of the symmetric group S and the primitive idempotentn
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w xe associated with the Young diagram as in 5; Section 28 , let J s S eSn n
and
 4M u s S j J j 0 . . n
 .Then M u is a monoid and all idempotents of J are conjugate, a special
property shared by reductive monoids.
Because the theory of complex representations of finite groups is so well
w xdeveloped, we are motivated in 17, 18 to begin a systematic study of
complex representations of finite monoids. Let M be a finite monoid with
unit group G. By classical semigroup representation theory, the irreducible
characters of M are in 1-1 correspondence with those of the maximal
subgroups H of regular J-classes J of M. The irreducible characters ofJ
the groups H thus serve as ``weights'' for the irreducible characters of MJ
in much the same way as in the representation theory of algebraic groups
or Lie algebras. For an irreducible character u of H we constructed inJ
w x q y17 , left induced, right induced, and semigroup induced characters u , u ,
Ä Ä q yand u of G and we showed that u is a summand of u l u . Although the
characters uq and uy of G can be expressed explicitly as sums of some
Äinduced group characters, the character u is quite mysterious.
For an algebra A with group G of automorphisms, the algebra AG of
w xG-invariants is a natural and classical object of study, cf. 12 . In this paper
we study the algebra C M G where M is a finite monoid with unit group G.
We show that the invariant algebra C M G of the local monoid M is aJ J
quasi-hereditary algebra if and only if J is G-balanced; i.e., every
q y Äcomponent of u l u is a component of u for all irreducible characters u
of H .J
For G-balanced monoids we develop a theory of cuspidal characters,
which enables us to classify the irreducible characters of G into series
depending on which regular J-class J they come from, by generalized
semigroup induction via a chain of regular J-classes. For the universal
w xcanonical monoid of Lie type, we have already shown in 13, 19 that these
w xcuspidal characters are the same as those of Harish-Chandra 8 . Here we
show that for the full transformation semigroup, only the alternating
character is cuspidal. For the multiplicative monoid of triangular matrices
over a finite field, we find that the components of the restriction of the
 .Gelfand]Graev character of the general linear group are all cuspidal.
For regular G-balanced monoids, we show that the blocks of the
invariant algebra are given by sections of the blocks of the original monoid
algebra. We work this out for the full transformation semigroup of degree
4. In this case the invariant algebra is a 19-dimensional algebra of finite
representation type, having 13 blocks.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over C with radical rad A. By a
module we will mean a left module. We denote by Irr A and char A, the
set of irreducible characters and character ring of A, respectively. The
 .decomposition of A into a direct sum of indecomposable ideals or blocks
partitions Irr A into what we will also call blocks. The algebra A is called
 w x.quasi-hereditary cf. 11 if A has a chain of ideals,
0 s I ; I ; ??? ; I s A ,0 1 t
such that for k s 1, . . . , t,
 .i I rI is a projective ArI modulek ky1 ky1
 . 2ii I s Ik k
 .iii I ? rad A ? I : I .k k ky1
w xThese algebras were introduced by Cline, Parshall, and Scott 4 in connec-
tion with the representation theory of Lie algebras and algebraic groups.
They are exactly the finite-dimensional algebras whose modules form a
``highest weight category.''
Let M be a finite monoid with unit group G. We let C M denote the
complex monoid algebra of M. We let Irr M s Irr C M, char M s char C M.
If M has a zero, then C M is the contracted monoid algebra, that is, the0
zero of M is the zero of C M. If w, c are characters of G, then0
w s m u , c s n u , m G 0, n G 0. u u u u
ugIrr G ugIrr G
The intertwining number is defined by
1
w , c s w , c s m n s w g c g . .  .  .  . G u u < <GugIrr G ggG
Let
 4w l c s p u , where p s min m , n . u u u u
ugIrr G
If P is a subgroup of G, u is a character of P, then u ­G denotes the
character of G induced from P into G,
1
y1u ­G g s u xgx . .  .< <P xgG
y1xgx gP
If u is a character of G, then u x P denotes the restriction of u to P.
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 .We let E M denote the idempotent set of M with the usual partial
order,
e F f , if ef s fe s e.
 .  .If X : M, then E X s X l E M . The letters J, R, L , H will denote
the usual Green's relations on M: If a, b g M, then a J b if MaM s MbM,
a Rb if aM s bM, a L b if Ma s Mb, H s R l L . If J is a J-class, we call
 4M s G j J j 0 ,J
a local monoid where for a, b g J,
ab, if ab g Ja( b s . 0, if ab f J
 .Then the span C J of J is an ideal of C M and is a C M, C M -bimodule.0 J
If J , J are J-classes, then1 2
J F J , if J : MJ M .1 2 1 2
 .  .A J-class J is regular if E J / B. Let U s U M denote the partially
ordered set of regular J-classes of M. Then
C Mrrad C M ( C Jrrad C J .[
JgU
 .  .For J g U M , choose e g E J . Let H denote the H-class of e , that isJ J J
w xthe unit group of e Me . By semigroup representation theory 3; Chap. 5 ,J J
the irreducible characters of M are in 1-1 correspondence with the weights
Irr H , J g U. We write this asJ
Irr M ( " Irr H . 1 .J
JgU
Correspondingly for J g U,
C J s C J , 2 .[ u
ugIrr HJ
 .with each C J being an ideal of C M and a C M, C M -bimodule. Ifu 0 J
Äu g Irr H , then we denote by u the character of G obtained by restrictingJ
to G the irreducible character of M associated with u . Let e be a
primitive idempotent of C H corresponding to u . ThenJ
D u s C J ? e , = u s e ? C J * 3 .  .  .  .
are the standard and costandard C M-modules associated with u . As
CG-modules, they yield characters uq and uy of G which have been
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w xexplicitly determined by the author 17 as sums of induced group charac-
w xters. It is also shown in 17 that
Ä q yu is a summand of u l u . 4 .
If M is a regular monoid, that is a g aMa for all a g M, then with respect
to the standard and costandard modules in the preceding text, the C M-
w xmodules form a highest weight category, cf. 18 . In particular C M is a
w xquasi-hereditary algebra. This was noted independently in 10, 18 . For any
finite monoid M and regular J-class J, M is a regular monoid, wherebyJ
C M and C M are quasi-hereditary algebras.J 0 J
Let M be a finite regular monoid J, J9 g U, J9 ) J, u g Irr H . LetJ
 4L s J9 s J ) ??? ) J be a chain of J-classes with J ) J. Let H s H ,0 t t i J iq Äe s e , i s 0, . . . , t. Let u s u y u g char H in the monoid e Me . Leti J t t t ti Ä q .u s u g char H . Let a u s u g char H . Similarly starting withiy1 i iy1 L 0 0
y Ä y .u s u y u g char H , we get a u s u g char H . Lett t L 0 0
 .l Lq qb u s y1 a u , .  .  .J 9 L
L
 .l Ly yb u s y1 a u , .  .  .J 9 L
L
where the summations are over the chains of J-classes L s J9 s J )0
4??? ) J with J ) J. If u 9 g Irr H , definet t J 9
u ª u 9, if u 9, bq u ) 0, . .J 9
5 .
u 9 ª u , if u 9, by u ) 0. . .J
w xWe have shown in 18 that
the components of Irr M , ª are the blocks. 6 .  .
 .  . w xMoreover, Irr M, ª is related to the ordinary quiver of C M. See 18
for details.
2. THE ALGEBRA OF INVARIANTS
Let M be a finite monoid with unit group G. Then G acts on M and
hence C M by conjugation. The algebra of in¨ariants,
G < 4C M s a g C M ag s ga for all g g G .
w xWe have studied this algebra in 16, 17 . If J g U, let
G < 4C J s a g C J ag s ga for all g g G .
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w xWhen C M is semisimple, we have in 16 explored the connections
between C J G and Hecke algebras. For p g Irr G, let j denote thep
associated primitive central idempotent of CG. Then clearly,
C M G s j ? C M . 7 .[ p
pgIrr G
 .  .If J g U, then by 2 and 7 ,
C J G s j ? C J G s j ? C J G , 8 .[ [p p u
pgIrr G pgIrr G
ugIrr HJ
G  G G.  .  .with each j C J being a C M , C M bimodule. Hence by 1 and 8 ,p u
Irr C M G ( " Irr G = Irr H . 9 .J
JgU
w xLet J g U, u g Irr H . By 17, Theorem 1.4 ,J
dim C J G s uq, uy . 10 .  .u
Let us elaborate. Let e be a primitive idempotent of C H correspondingJ
to u . Let e be an idempotent of C J G such that e becomes the identityu
element modulo the radical of C J G. Thenu
ab s aeb, for all a, b g C J . 11 .u
As left CG-modules, let
e ? C J ? e s V [ ??? [ V ,u 1 p
C J ? e s V [ ??? [ Vu 1 m
12 .
be decompositions into irreducible components. If x is the character ofi
the irreducible left CG-module V , theni
Äu s x q ??? qx ,1 p
13 .
uqs x ??? qx .1 m
As right CG-modules, let
e ? C J ? e s W [ ??? [ W ,u 1 p
e ? C J s W [ ??? [ Wu 1 n
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be decompositions into irreducible components. If c is the character ofj
the irreducible right CG-module W , thenj
Äu s c q ??? qc ,1 p
14 .
uys c ??? qc .1 n
We may further assume that
x s c , for 1 F i F p. 15 .i i
Let
 :U s V W ( V m W .i j i j i C j
Then as vector spaces,
C J s U ,[u i j
i , j
C J G s U G ,[u i j
i , j
16 .
and
C, if x s ci jGU ( . 17 .i j  0, if x / ci j
For j s 1, . . . , n, let
m
Y s U .[j i j
is1
Then as left C M and left C M G-modules, respectively,
n
C J s Y ,[u j
js1
18 .n
G GC J s Y .[u j
js1
Moreover as left C M G-modules,
Y G ( Y G m c s c . 19 .j j9 j j9
 .  .By 11 ] 17 ,
2 Ä<C J s [ U x s c is a component of u . 20 .  . 5u i j i j
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We say that a regular J-class J is a G-balanced if every component of
q y Ä   ..u l u is a component of u compare with 4 .
THEOREM 2.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 . Gi C M is a quasi-hereditary algebra.0 J
 .ii J is G-balanced.
 .  G.2 Giii C J s C J .
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. That ii m iii follows from 20 . We now prove ii m i .
Suppose J is G-balanced. It suffices to show that C J G is a projective
G  . GC M -module. Let u g Irr H . By 18 , it suffices to show that each Y isJ j
a projective CG-module. If Y G / 0, then c is component of uql uy.M j j
Ä  .Hence c is a component of u . So c s c for some i F p. By 19 ,j j i
Y G ( Y G as left C M G modules. Nowj i
C J rrad C J ( e ? C J ? eu u u
 . G Gis a simple algebra. It follows from 16 , that Y s C J ? f for somei u
idempotent f F e. Hence Y G is a projective C M G-module.i
Conversely assume that C M G is a quasi-hereditary algebra. Let u gJ
q y  .Irr H . Let p be a component of u l u and let j s j be as in 7 . LetJ p
Z denote the center of CG and
A s Z q C J G .u
Then A is a homomorphic image of C M G. Let R denote the radical of0 J
G ÄC J . Then R s rad A. Suppose p is not a component of u . Then byu
 .  . G13 ] 17 , j R / 0 and
j A ( C q j RG .
Hence j A has no nontrivial idempotent ideals. Because j A is a homomor-
phic image of C M G, this contradicts the assumption that C M G is a0 J 0 J
quasi-hereditary algebra. Hence J is G-balanced, completing the proof.
We say that M is G-balanced if J is G-balanced for all J g U. We say
 .that M is balanced if for all e g E M , eMe is H-balanced, where H is
 .  .the unit group of eMe. Let M be a regular monoid. Let p , u , p 9, u 9 g
G  .  .  .Irr C M as in 9 . Define p , u ª p 9, u 9 if
Ä Äu ª u 9, as in 5 and p s p 9 is a component of u l u 9. 21 .  .
 .For p g Irr G, define the p-section of Irr M, ª to be the subgraph
Ä  .  .consisting of u g Irr M with p a component of u . By 6 , 7 , and
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Theorem 2.1, we have,
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose M is a G-balanced regular monoid. Then,
 . Gi C M is a quasi-hereditary algebra.
 .  G .ii The connected components of Irr C M , ª are the blocks.
 .  G .  .iii Irr C M , ª is the disjoint union of the p-sections of Irr M, ª ,
p g Irr G.
 . G  .iv C M is semisimple if and only if the p-sections of Irr M, ª are
discrete graphs for all p g Irr G.
 4EXAMPLE 2.3. Let M s 1, s , e, es , s e, s es subject to
s 2 s 1, e2 s e s es e.
 4  4  4Then G s 1, s , U s G, J , J s e, es , s e, s es . Then M is not G-bal-
 . Ganced. The sections of Irr M, ª are discrete, but C M is not semisim-
ple.
3. CUSPIDAL CHARACTERS
Let M be a monoid with unit group G and let G be a chain of
w xidempotents in M. In much of our work, beginning with 15 , the opposite
``parabolic subgroups,''
< 4P G s x g G xe s exe for all e g G , .
22 .
y < 4P G s x g G ex s exe for all e g G .
have played an important role. For reductive monoids they are exactly the
 .opposite parabolic subgroups in the group theoretic sense of the reduc-
w xtive group G, cf. 15 . For finite monoids M with C M semisimple we have
w x  .in 13 with Okninski used these parabolic subgroups to develop a theory
of cuspidal representations, which classifies the irreducible characters of G
into series depending on which J-class they ``come from.'' Because C M is
not semisimple for most finite monoids M, there is a need to generalize
this theory. For this purpose, we begin by combining the two definitions of
 .  422 into one. Let G s 1 s e ) ??? ) e be a chain of idempotents. For0 t
G9 : G, let
<P G , G9 s x g G e xe s e xe if e f G9, e xe s e xe . i i iy1 i i i i i iy1
if e g G9, i s 1, . . . , t .4i
 .  .  . y .Clearly P G, B s P G and P G, G s P G .
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 .LEMMA 3.1. P G, G9 is a subgroup of G and e xye s e xe ye for alli i i i i
 .x, y g P G, G9 , i s 0, . . . , t.
Proof. We prove closure for i s 0, . . . , t, by induction on i. For i s 0,
 .this is obvious. So let i ) 0. Let x, y g P G, G9 . Suppose e g G9. Theni
e xye s e e xyei iy1 i iy1 iy1
s e e xe yei iy1 iy1 iy1
s e xe yei iy1 iy1
s e xe yei i iy1
s e xe ye .i i i
Hence,
e xye s e xye s e xe ye .i iy1 i i i i i
Similarly if e f G9, theni
e xye s e xye s e xe ye .iy1 i i i i i i
 .  .In particular we have a homomorphism w : P G, G9 ª H e given byt
 .w x s e xe . Let J denote the J-class of e . If u g Irr H , then we havet t t J
 .correspondingly u 9 g Irr H e . Now u 9 lifts via u to a character u 0 oft
 .P G, G9 . Let
u G , G9 s u 0­ G 23 .  .
 .denote the character of G induced from P G, G9 to G.
 4Now let L s G s J ) ??? ) J s J be a chain of regular J-classes.0 t
Let u g Irr H . We define the semigroup induced character u G of G asJ
follows. Assume without loss of generality that 1 s e ) e ) ??? ) e sJ J J0 1 t
Äe . Let u s u . Having obtained u g char H , i ) 0, let u s u gJ t i J iy1 ii
char H in the monoid e Me . LetJ J Jiy1 iy1 iy1
u L s u g char G. 24 .0
 .Next let L9 : L. Then we construct a character u L, L9 of G as follows.
Let u s u . Having obtained u g char H , i ) 0, then in the monoidt i J i
e Me , letJ Jiy1 iy1
uq , if J f L9i i
u s .yiy1  u , if J g L9i i
Let
u L , L9 s u g char G. 25 .  .0
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 .We wish to describe the character u L, L9 in terms of the induced group
 .  .  .characters in 23 . Let C s C L, L9 denote the set of all pairs G, G9
 4where G s 1 s e ) ??? ) e is a chain of idempotents with e g J ,0 t i i
 < 4i s 0, . . . , t, and G9 s e J g L9 . Define an equivalence relation ; oni i
 X .  X .  4C as follows. Let G , G , G , G g C. If G s 1 s e ) ??? ) e , G s1 1 2 2 1 0 t 2
 4  X .  X .1 s f ) ??? ) f , then G , G ; G , G if for i s 0, . . . , t,0 t 1 1 2 2
e Rf , if J f L9, e L f , if J g L9.i i i i i i
w xClearly ; is an equivalence relation on C. Let G, G9 denote the
 .  .equivalence class of G, G9 . Let u g Irr H . We note that P G, G9 andJ
 . w xu G, G9 depend only on G, G9 . Now G acts by conjugation on Cr; . Let
w X x w X xG , G , . . . , G , G denote the orbit representatives. Then1 i p p
 .  . p  X .THEOREM 3.2. i u L, L9 s  u G , Gis1 i i
 . L  .ii u is a summand of u L, L9 for all L9 : L.
 .  .  .Proof. Because ii follows from 4 , we prove i . We proceed by
< <induction on M . Let e s e , H s H . By symmetry suppose that J f L9.J J 11 1
 .  .Let P s P e . Let d : P ª H be the homomorphism defined by d x s xe,
 .and let P9 s d P . Let
< X < 4  4L s J l eMe J g L , L s J l eMe J g L9 .1 1
 X . w X x w X xLet w s u L , L g char H. Let V , V , . . . , V , V denote the H-orbit1 1 1 1 s s
 X .  X .representatives of C L , L r; . Let P s P V , V , let u be the associ-1 1 j j j j
ated character of P . Then by the induction hypothesis,j
s
w s u ­ H . j
js1
w X x w X xLet V , V , . . . , V , V denote the orbit representatives of the actionj1 j1 j p j p
of PX s P9 l P by conjugation onj j
h XA s V , V h g H . 5j j
 X . XLet P s P V , V , let u be the associated character of P , P s P9 lji ji ji ji ji ji
w xP . Then by Mackey's subgroup formula 6; Theorem 10.13 ,ji
s
Xw x P9 s u ­ H x P . j j
js1
ps
X Xs u x P ­ P . .  ji ji j
js1 is1
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Lifting via d and inducing to G,
w (d s u G , GX . . i i
egGi
Summing over the G-orbits of the R-classes of idempotents of J, we
obtain the result.
We are now in a position to generalize the theory of cuspidal characters
w x  .in 13 . For e g E M , let
< 4U e s x g G xe s e , .
y < 4U e s x g G ex s e . .
 .  . y . y .Then U e 1 P e and U e 1 P e . Call an irreducible character p of
G, M-cuspidal if for all J g U, J / G, u g Irr H , p is not a componentJ
Äof u .
THEOREM 3.3. Let p g Irr G. Then
 .  .i Suppose that for all J g U, e, e9 g E J ,
p u s 0 or p u s 0. .  . 
y .  .ugU e ugU e9
Then p is M-cuspidal.
 .  4ii There is a chain L s G s J ) ??? ) J s J in U and an irre-0 t
ducible e Me -cuspidal character u of H such that p is a component of u L.J J J
 . Liii If M is balanced, then the components of u are the same as the
 .components of F u L, L9 .L9: L
 .  .Proof. ii follows by induction and iii follows from Theorem 3.2. So
 .we prove i . Suppose p is not M-cuspidal. Then there exists J g U,
Ä  .J / G, u g Irr H such that p is a component of u . Then by 4 , p is aJ
q y  .component of u l u . Then for some e , e g E J , p is a component of1 2
 . y .u ­G and u ­G where u , u are characters of P e and P e ,1 2 1 2 1 2
 . y .associated with u . Then U e is contained in the kernel of u and U e1 1 2
wis contained in the kernel of u . By Frobenius reciprocity 6; Theorem2
x  . y .10.9 , u is a summand of p x P e and u is a summand of p x P e .1 1 2 2
It follows that
p u / 0 and p u / 0. .  . 
y .  .ugU e ugU e1 2
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4. EXAMPLES
Our first example is the full transformation semigroup T of all self-mapsn
 4of n s 1, 2, . . . , n . It plays a pivotal role in semigroup and automata
w xtheory. Let k F n, a & k be a partition of k, let a be the associated
irreducible character of the symmetric group S . If b & n y k, then thek
w xw xouter product a b is obtained by inducing the outer tensor product
w xw xcharacter S = S ¨ S to S . In particular a n y k is explicitlyk nyk n n
w x wdetermined by Young's rule 9; Corollary 2.8.3 . We have shown 17;
x w x w xq w xyTheorem 2.1 that in T , a s a l a ,Än
qw x w x w xa s a n y k , 26 .
and
w x w x w x w k xa n y k , if a / 1 ,w xa s 27 .Ä ky1 k w x w x w xn y k q 1, 1 , if a s 1 .
w xyThe character a is much more difficult to determine. It is related to
w xplethysms of characters, cf. 9, Section 5.4 . For a positive integer m,
 .consider N s N S = ??? = S with k copies of S . ThenS m m mm k
NrS = ??? = S ( S .m m k
w xSo a lifts to a character of N which can then be induced to a character
w x w x w x w xm ( a of S , called the plethysm of m and a . Even though somem k
partial results are known, the general problem of decomposing plethysms
w x w xeven for a s k , remains a difficult open problem in algebraic combina-
torics.
Let J denote the rank k J-class of T . The S = S orbits are in 1-1k n n n
 k1 k t.correspondence with the partitions l s n , . . . , n with n ) ??? ) n1 t 1 t
and k s k q ??? qk parts. Within this orbit, all idempotents are conju-1 t
gate. Consider a typical such idempotent e . Thenl
Uy s Uy e s S , .l l l
Py s Py e s N S , .  .l l S ln
 .and if g s k , . . . , k , then1 t
PyrUy s S : S .l l g k
Let
w x w x w xa xS s m a a ??? a a ,g a , . . . , a 1 t1 t
a &ki i
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w xwhere a denotes the outer tensor product of characters. Now a xS liftsg
w x yto a character a of P . Clearly,l l
w x w x w x w x w xa ­S s m n ( a ??? n ( a . 28 . .  .l n a , . . . , a 1 1 t t1 t
a &ki i
w xBy 17 ,
yw x w xa s a ­S . 29 . l n
l
w xTHEOREM 4.1. Let 1 F k F n, a g Irr S . Thenk
 . w xq w xw xi a s a n y k
 .ii yw x w x w x w xa s a , a ??? a .  1 t
k k1 t a &k .n , . . . , n &n , k q ? ? ? qk sk i i1 t 1 t
w x w x w x w x= n ( a ??? n ( a .  .1 1 t t
 . w x w xq w xy w xw x w x w k xiii a s a l a s a n y k if a / 1 .Ä
 . w x w xq w xy w ky1 x w x w k xiv a s a l a s n y k q 1, 1 if a s 1Ä
 .v T is a balanced monoid.n
 . Snvi CT is a quasi-hereditary algebra.n
 . w n xvii The alternating character 1 is the only T -cuspidal character ofn
S .n
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. i , iii , and iv follow from 26 and 27 . ii follows from 28 ,
 .  .  .  .29 , and Frobenius reciprocity. v follows from iii and iv because if e is
 .an idempotent in T of rank k, then eT e ( T . vi now follows fromn n k
Theorem 2.2.
 .  . w n x w xIf k - n, then by iii and iv , 1 is not a component of a forÄ
w x w n xa g Irr S . It follows that 1 is a T -cuspidal character of S . Letk n n
k1 k t Äw x w x w x w xg s n , . . . , n g Irr S , n ) 1. Then g is component of b where1 t n 1
w x w ky1 k t x w xb s n , n y 1, . . . , n . Hence g is not S -cuspidal. This proves1 1 t n
 .vii .
COROLLARY 4.2. For 1 F k F n,
yw x w x w x w x w xk s n ( k ??? n ( k . .  . 1 1 t t
k k1 t .n , . . . , n &n1 t
k q ??? qk sk1 t
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S2 S3 w xCT , CT are semisimple. So consider the case n s 4. By 18 ,2 3
 .Irr T , ª is the ordinary quiver of CT and is as follows,4 4
w x w 2 x w 3 x w 4 x1 ª 1 ª 1 ª 1
­ ­
w x w x3 3, 1
2w x­ x 2, 1
2w x w x2 2, 1 .
­
w x4
x
w x2
w xThe 4 -section is
w x w x4 ª 2
w x w x1 3 .
w xThe 3, 1 -section is
w x w 2 x w x w x3 ª 1 , 3, 1 ª 2, 1
w x2 .
w 2 xThe 2 -section is
w x w x w 2 x2 2, 1 2 .
w 2 xThe 2, 1 -section is
w x w 2 x w 3 x2, 1 2, 1 1 .
w 4 xThe 1 -section is
w 4 x1 .
Hence we have,
COROLLARY 4.3. CT S4 is a 19-dimensional algebra of finite representation4
type ha¨ing 13 blocks.
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 .Our second example is the multiplicative monoid T s T F of alln n q
upper triangular matrices over a finite field F . Let TU denote the unitq n
wgroup of T . If J is a regular J-class of T , u g Irr H , then by 17;n n J
xTheorem 3.6 ,
Ä q yu s u l u . 30 .
Let U denote the unipotent group of all upper triangular matrices with 1's
on the diagonal. For i - j, let the root subgroup,
<X s I q aE a g F . 4i j i j q
Then
U s X , in any order. i j
i-j
The commutator subgroup,
U9 s X , i j
iq1-j
and
UrU9 s X = X = ??? = X .12 23 ny1, n
ÃLet d g Irr X , p / 1, d s d ad a ??? g Irr UrU9. Let d denote thei i, iq1 i 1 2
Ã  .lift of d to Irr U. The induced character G s d ­GL F is called then q
 . w xGelfand]Grae¨ character of GL F , cf. 2; Section 8.1 .n q
 .  .THEOREM 4.4. i T s T F is a balanced monoid.n n q
 .  .ii If G is the Gelfand]Grae¨ character of GL F , then all compo-n q
nents of GxTU are T -cuspidal.n n
 .  .Proof. i If e g E T , then eT e s T = ??? = T for somen n m m1 k
 .m , . . . , m . It follows from 30 that T is a balanced monoid.1 k n
 . U wii Let J be a regular J-class of T , J / T . Then by 17; Theoremn n
x3.6 , J has a diagonal idempotent e and all idempotents of J are conjugate
 .in T . By Theorem 3.3 i , Frobenius reciprocity, and Mackey's subgroupn
 .formula, it suffices to show that for some i, X is contained in U e ori, iq1
y .  . y .U e . If the 1, 1 entry of e is 0, then X : U e . Otherwise for some12
 .  .i ) 1, the i, i entry of e is 0. Then X : U e . This completes theiy1 i
proof.
Conjecture 4.5. Let G be a finite group of Lie type and let B be a
Borel subgroup of G. Let M denote the universal canonical monoid of
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w x19 . Let B denote the ``triangular'' monoid generated by B and the
``diagonal'' idempotents. Then the irreducible B-cuspidal characters of B
are exactly the components of Gx B where G is the Gelfand]Graev
character of G.
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